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QUESTION 1

Which two statements describe the functions of Session Border Controllers? (Choose two.) 

A. they replace typical edge routers and firewalls in order to provide a unified network border forsignaling and media
control 

B. they are session-aware devices that enable control of end-to-end interactive communications across IP network
borders 

C. they are based on the Windows operating system 

D. they provide routing functions for IP, TCP, and SMTPusing application parameters 

E. they provide signaling proxy functions for SIP, H.323, and MGCP, which includes access control, signaling
constraints, and topology hiding 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 2

How doesthe Session Border Controller ensure that a pinhole is kept open for persistent communication to a SIP
endpoint behind a NAT device? 

A. by changing the expires= parameter to a defined value in 200 OK responses to REGISTERs 

B. by changing the expires= parameter to a defined value in 200 OK responses to INVITEs 

C. by issuing PINGs to the endpoint\\'s NAT address 

D. by sending Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) requests at a defined frequency 

E. by sending messages at a defined frequency 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You used the no command to delete a configuration element. 

Whichstatement is true? 

A. The deletion is lost on immediate reboot. 

B. The deletion is reflected when viewing the running configuration. 

C. The deletion takes effect immediately in the saved configuration. 

D. The deletion always requires a reboot to take effect. 

E. The deletion requires auto-save enabled. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the first thing you should do when you want the Session Border Controller to detect that anendpoint is behind a
NAT/firewall device? 

A. Navigate to the sip-port configuration element and set the nat-traversal parameter to disabled. 

B. Navigate to the sip-interface configuration element and set the nat-traversal parameter to never. 

C. Navigate to the sip-interface configuration element and set the nat-traversal parameter to always. 

D. Navigate to the sip-port configuration element and set the nat-traversal parameter to enabled. 

E. Navigate to the sip-interface configuration element and set the nat-traversal parameter to detect. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What does the Session Border Controller do when the Adaptive Hosted NAT (HNT) feature is enabled? 

A. It sends a periodic re-register command to each endpoint behind a NAT. 

B. It creates a binding for the Address of Record (AOR) of an endpoint that is behind a NAT. 

C. It creates a binding for the Address of Record (AOR) of an endpoint that is NOT behind a NAT. 

D. It sends SIP OPTIONS at increasing intervals to test if an endpoint behind a NAT device is still reachable. 

E. It sends ICMP PNGsto dynamically learn the binding time of an endpoint behind a NAT device. 

Correct Answer: C 
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